Warm up your fingers.

Affiliates Toolkit

You’re in.
Join the 10bet team and get in the big game.
10bet presents a fresh & different betting experience.
It’s not “better” or “worse”, it’s… well actually it is better.
Established in 2003, 10bet acts just like every other Gen-Z:
we’re online 24/7, extremely pleasing on the eye and take
fun very seriously. If you’re looking for a global, creative,
and technological bookie - keep reading.
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Why 10bet?
More everything.
More is more. More traffic. More
deposits. More profits as your players
just can’t get enough.

Magnetic vibe
We’ve got what it takes to make
players hang around and play more.
Great news for you.

Rewards all the way
It’s like an avalanche of free bets,
deposit bonuses, cashbacks, odds
boosts and so much more.

Commission’s our mission
You’ve earned it. Great commission
guaranteed. Especially for quality
traffic in valuable markets.

Glue-ish app
Localized betting for every region.
Lightning fast load time. And a killer
Ul/UX.

24/7/365
Anything you need. Materials, support,
advice. You name it. Just holler.
Anytime, we are up and awake.
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All across the board.
It would be unfair to leave anyone out. That’s why we’re
active almost everywhere around the globe. In fact, if
penguins could bet, 10bet would be opening a branch
in Antarctica. We’re a fully licensed global brand. We’re
responsible, determined to do the right thing and serious
about the health and wellbeing of our bettors. And we’re
itching to go. Always moving, evolving, changing. Keeping
ahead of the curve. Savvy to the latest trends. We believe
standing still hasn’t gotten anyone anywhere.
Brands

Targeting

License

10bet.co.uk UK

UKGC

10bet.com

COM

MGA, Ireland

10bet.se

SE

Spelinspektionen

We operate in the following countries:
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Our payment methods.
Payments work like magic at 10bet. If you think we’re
exaggerating, check this out: think of a payment method,
any payment method, and don’t tell us what it is. Are you
ready for it? (drums…) Yes, we accept it!
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All the sports in one place.
10bet covers over 60 sports and thousands of betting
markets — from major football finals to niche water-polo
matches. We’re far too modest to say it’s one of the most
action-packed, fast-moving sport betting offerings in the
world. But, hey, it is.

10bet
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Promote yourself
to 10bet promotions.
10bet’s festive free bets goes like this: pick your scenario,
bet £25 on any sport and get the £5 free bet if it happens.
The set-ups are somewhere between nice and hilarious,
each adds a pinch of excitement and a unique edge
for the bettor.
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High gear betting options.
Live bets
Our pre-match betting is awesome, but the real action
starts when the whistle blows. Our in-play section offers
around 100+ markets per game, with bets on almost
anything, depending on the way things turn out. Our Bet
Builder means you can combine bets and get multiplied
odds. A bit like an acca bet, but without the sorry, ‘this bet
can't be placed’ kind of thing.
Cash out

Acca boost

Football is being played (you decide how many) minutes.
We offer cash out whenever you want in all our live bets.
There’s no need to wait until the final whistle to celebrate
your win.

The ultimate bet for sports geniuses, and for those who
don’t really know what they’re doing but have loads of luck.
Get multiple bets right and win sky high sums – it’s that
easy. Well, OK, it’s not “that easy”, but we make it easier
with 10bet acca offers, such as money back if one leg lets
you down, and acca boosts that upgrade amazing wins
to epic ones.

10bet
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Giddy-up them fingers.
Neck or less free bet
Sometimes it feels worse to lose by a whisker than a mile.
We get it. That’s why we brought in our by-a-neck offer.
Bet on any UK or Irish horse race, and if your horse is beaten
by a neck or less, we’ll refund your stake as a free bet of
up to £10. Our pleasure, we hope you enjoy the ride.
Best odds guarantee
It’s annoying isn’t it? You study the form, pick the perfect
horse and place your bet. You’re feeling pleased with
yourself until the race starts, and you discover the odds
have improved. Well, not with 10bet. If you bet on any
UK or Irish race and the SP is greater than your bet price,
we pay out at the higher odds. Just make sure you bet
after 9am to qualify.
10bet
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Perfect 10 casino
experience at the
tip of your fingers.
Warm up your fingers for 10bet casino! Sparkling
with the latest slots, dozens of blackjack types and
various roulette’s that spin round-the-clock. Now
we could tell you about our special offers, reloads,
bonuses, and so on but it’ll take hours and we'd
really like to go back to the table. So, if we had to
describe the place in 3 words, it’d probably be:
DING-DING-DING!

10bet
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Money does grow
on trees.
10bet invites players to take the new slots for a
spin, or for 20 free spins to be exact, when playing
£50+ that is. Besides, we offer piles of special
slot offers that keep our players happy. A fact
that'll eventually, keep you happy.

10bet
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Go for a spin.
Straighten your tux. Or maybe your pyjamas.
Whatever suits - you can be sure of a fun-packed,
heart-pumping time at 10bet Casino. Because
along with all the nailed-on classics, we continually
serve up the hottest, most happening slots and live
games from the world’s top names.
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The Ten Club.
If you’ve ever felt like you’re better than the others
but don’t get the special treatment you deserve —
welcome to the club.
The Ten Club is a boutique lounge limited to just
1000 bettors. The chosen ones are showered with
high-end offers, gifts and exclusive promotions.
Our top players get special treatment. But they’re
worth it… because they have significantly higher
life-time value than our rivals’ customers.
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The app that sticks.
10bet will appreciate you washing your hands
before touching the 10bet app because the thing is
brand new. We had an app which was really great,
but then we decided that "really great" is boring and
created the real deal. We love it. You’ll love it too.

10bet
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Let’s pound it.
Partner up and join us at one of our affiliate events
where we can meet face-to-face, celebrate and
begin to enjoy the combination of great service and
enormous potential to earn that 10bet represents.
To find out more please contact our Affiliates Team:
Email:
affiliates@10bet.com
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